Winters/Art Carr Shifter-AW4/A340 Electronics Kit
This kit includes mounting blocks, shift cams and 3 switches to electrically control your Aisin Warner
transmissions when manually shifting them.
Installation is a matter of bolting all the supplied parts to your Winters type shifter. The switches are
marked for connection to the transmission.
The kit includes 3 switches and their mounting brackets along with the needed hardware.
The short hex head bolts are for bolting the cams to the shifter. The button head is for retaining the
cams while inserting a hex head bolt into it, then reused again for the other side. The longer bolts are for
mounting the Right and Left side switches and OD switch brackets. Use the lock washers on all the bolts.
First in installing the OD switch bracket and switch, you will have to take the side off of the right side of
the shifter, this is done my removing the two allen head screws that hold the shift pattern plate on and
the one hex head bolt in the center of the cast housing. Some of the shifter models may require you to
drill the two holes for the OD switch bracket.

Second is installing the shift cams, they are marked R & L which indicate what side of the shifter they
mount on. Using the button heads can help align the cams for installation of the hex bolts and washers.

Next install the shift switch brackets one on each side using the existing threaded hole in the shifter
frame, check to be sure they are switching on and off as you move the shift lever.:

Now reassemble your shifter and connect the wires as marked, make sure your 12V+ supply is on a key
on fused source. The two connected black wires are for your 12V+ supply.
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